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What kind of Scotland?

As James Mitchell has recently argued, there is – or at least should be – no single ‘Scottish

Question’. The last half-century of debates over independence and devolution have been1

tangled up with another, richer discussion about ‘what kind of Scotland’ these constitutional

options should encourage. Yet as far as commentators, journalists, politicians and scholars

alike are concerned, the brash primary colours of constitutional argument have been the

easiest to pick out amongst subtler political shades. The feedback loops encouraged by the

modern, marketised and attention-driven media landscape have made it increasingly hard to

talk about these more complex ‘Scottish questions’ without also talking about the Scottish

question. Without an answer to the latter, the Labour Party has little chance of being heard

when it tries to talk about the kind of Scotland it wants.

I will outline Labour’s past, present and possible ‘answers’ to the constitutional question

below, but it is worth asking first whether Labour even knows what kind of Scotland it wants.

The party may have some sense of what kind of society it wants, but that is not the same

thing. One of Scottish Labour’s greatest problems is a failure to see the nation as a powerful

way of bringing abstract ‘social’ questions down to earth, into the world of popular symbolism

and everyday identification with territorially-bounded networks. There is a related problem

here, where the very real differences that exist between the institutional, cultural and political

lifeworlds of the UK’s constituent nations are considered unspeakable by Scottish Labour

politicians and members, for fear of reinforcing “nationalist" ideas. The result is an abstract

opposition to the language and politics of Scottish nationality that appears absurd from

outside the party bubble.

The Same, But Different

Those differences can not, as some opponents of independence insist, be boiled down to

mere fabrications of nationalist propaganda or the atavism of an austerity-stricken public.

1 James Mitchell, ‘Why Scotland’s future is more than just a simple binary choice’, The Herald on Sunday (27th

September, 2020),
https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/18751554.professor-james-mitchell-scotlands-future-just-simple-binar
y-choice/
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While social attitudes surveys repeatedly show relatively small differences between Scottish

and English voters, this sidesteps the issue rather than debunking it. Decades of2

scholarship on Scotland’s distinctive political dynamics have identified the overwhelming

importance of culture, tradition and institutions in mediating and nationalising popular

experiences and attitudes which may be otherwise shared across the UK. Indeed, the most3

intriguing paradox of Scottish nationalism is this: for much of the nation’s history, Scotland’s

economy, sociology and culture were considerably more distinct from the rest of the UK than

they are now, though also more internally divided between the lowlands and the highlands

and islands; it is only as these differences were progressively eroded in the second half of

the twentieth century that Scotland’s ‘banal’ popular nationalism began to rearticulate itself

as an independent, and increasingly pro-independence, political force.

Scotland has always had a distinctive political ‘system’, with UK-wide parties aligning

themselves with national traditions. Yet from 1959, Scotland also began to vote in a4

noticeably different way from England, moving towards Labour as England moved towards

the Conservatives. The emergence and rise of the SNP and the unpopularity of5

Thatcherism in Scotland increased this political divergence, and devolution has consolidated

and expanded it further.6

How Scottish is Scottish Labour?

Labour was once skilled at embedding its British ambitions in Scotland’s distinctive political

opportunity structures, and articulating itself as an authentically Scottish political force. This

left-wing ‘unionist-nationalism’ was based in part on those deep structural differences noted

above: the concentration of heavy industry, and thus party heartlands, in Scotland meant the

country was well-represented within the UK party. It also depended on a degree of genuine7

intellectual nationalism amongst party thinkers, keeping their attention focused upon

Scotland and its complex webs of political meaning in spite of London’s noisier appeal.

7 David Torrance, Standing up for Scotland: Nationalist Unionism and Scottish Party Politics, 1884-2014, p.121

6 Richard J. Finlay, ‘Thatcherism, Civil Society and the Road to Home Rule: Scotland 1980-1997’, in Alexander
Murdoch (ed.), The Scottish Nation: Identity and History (Edinburgh: John Donald, 2007)

5 I.G.C. Hutchison, Scottish Politics in the Twentieth Century (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2001), p.99

4 James Kellas, The Scottish Political System, 4th ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), p.5

3 David McCrone, Understanding Scotland: The Sociology of a Nation (London: Routledge, 2001)

2 John Curtice, Ian Montagu, ‘Do Scotland and England & Wales Have Different Views About Immigration?’,
NatCen Social Research (December 2018),
https://natcen.ac.uk/our-research/research/do-scotland-and-england-wales-have-different-views-about-immig
ration/
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During the Second World War, a group of Scottish Labour intellectuals styling themselves as

the “London Scots Self-Government Committee” produced a richly detailed pamphlet titled

The New Scotland, drawing together distinctively Scottish traditions of socialism, radical

liberalism and the democratic, communitarian localism of the Kirk into a powerful vision of

explicitly national transformation. As the new millennium and a new Scottish Parliament8

approached, Labour also promised a “New Scotland,” yet this was far more in tune with the

general ‘modernising’ priorities of New Labour than anything uniquely national.9

Since the rebirth of the Scottish Parliament, Scottish Labour has declined to provide a vision

of Scotland that is meaningfully distinct from its wider vision for Britain. While Labour formed

the Scottish Executive (now called the Scottish Government, a change protested by Labour)

in coalition with the Liberal Democrats, there were occasional bouts of differentiation, such

as free personal care for the elderly. These emerged, however, in a largely ad-hoc fashion

out of the distinct political and policy environment of devolved Scotland, rather than as part

of a clear political strategy. While Labour spent much of the 1980s and ‘90s advertising and

embracing Scotland’s dissent from Thatcherism, this dissenting energy largely vanished

once the party was returned to government at Westminster.

Cosmopolitan Nationalism

That energy was taken up instead by the Scottish National Party, who have effectively

combined the broader question of “what kind of Scotland?” with their specific constitutional

answer of independence. The SNP have been able to grasp the implications of the paradox

noted above, in which Scotland’s diminished social and economic ‘independence’ from the

rest of the UK has been accompanied by greater political divergence. Scotland’s new

nationalism, shared in particular across young Scots, who overwhelmingly support

independence, is not predicated on a deep divergence of social and economic experience

from England, but in contrasting institutional options, and divergent representations of

Scotland and what we might call ‘Anglo-Britain’ in media (including social media) and

popular culture.

9 Chris McWilliams, Charlie Johnstone and Gerry Mooney, ‘Urban Policy in the New Scotland: The Role of Social
Inclusion Partnerships’, Space and Polity 8:3 (2004), pp.309-319

8 London Scots Self-Government Committee, The New Scotland: 17 Chapters on Scottish Re-construction,
Highland and Industrial (London: London Scots Self-Government Committee, 1942)



British political identity increasingly serves as a proxy for an Englishness defined by cultural

conservatives who feel alienated by globalisation and the cosmopolitan identification it

encourages. Mainstream Scottish nationalism, however, articulates itself as a way of

bringing those processes ‘home’. Scottish identity, embodied in shared institutions, provides

a highly effective container for the uncertainty and flux of globalised life, combining feelings

of territorial belonging with an explicit emphasis on being ‘welcoming’ and ‘open’. It taps10

into an international cultural zeitgeist – promoted throughout popular culture and

counterculture alike – which celebrates ‘authenticity’ and ‘roots’, without ever demanding too

much substantiation of what those ‘roots’ really are.11

To reiterate the irony here: the collapse of the more ‘rooted’ industrial basis of Scottish

difference throughout the twentieth century (following on from the earlier uprooting of

industrialisation) has left the country with a remarkably malleable national identity which

derives much of its political appeal from its easy compatibility with the de-nationalising

processes of globalisation. It requires neither radicalism nor nativism, and offers a means of

negotiating entry into globalised supply chains in a way that reinforces national identity

rather than diminishing it. It is no coincidence that what is perhaps the founding slogan of

modern Scottish nationalism, uttered by Winnie Ewing after taking Hamilton from Labour in

1967, captured this logic perfectly: “stop the world, Scotland wants to get on.” As Britain very

publicly attempts to extricate itself from its international commitments, the contrast is all the

more powerful.

Anywhere But Somewhere

The combination of this with the prevailing collective political memory of Scotland’s 1980s –

deep hostility to the Conservative Party – ought to make Scottish nationhood naturally

compatible with the combination of cultural cosmopolitanism and centre-left policy that is the

common sense of the modern Labour Party. Yet Labour’s new preoccupation with performing

a culturally conservative ‘patriotism’ only reinforces their Scottish dilemma. This English

nationality politics, disguised as Britishness, may or may not be electorally justifiable south of

the border; it makes little sense north of Hadrian’s wall, even when it comes to competing in

a three-way fight for a dwindling minority of committed unionists. Nor can Labour hide behind

11 Scott Hames, The Literary Politics of Scottish Devolution: Voice, Class, Nation (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 2019), p.257

10 Alex Law, Gerry Mooney, ‘Competitive Nationalism: State, Class, and the Forms of Capital in Devolved
Scotland’, Environment and Planning 30:1 (2012), pp.62-77



devolution: while Scotland may have a different political system, the ‘attention economy’ of

the whole UK remains concentrated in London and Westminster. Scottish voters can hear

Keir Starmer’s appeals to a barely-disguised English identity as clearly as voters in the ‘red

wall’ can.

Labour’s challenge in England has been framed as a negotiation between city-bound

“anywheres” and country- and town-dwelling “somewheres”, a distinction which is itself

markedly Anglocentric. In Scotland, somewhere and anywhere are already closely12

entangled with one another – indeed, some Scots will infamously support “anyone but

England” at sporting contests, reflecting the way in which Scotland’s relatively cosmopolitan

political consensus is itself a performance of difference from England.

This is not only a question of different nations, but entirely different logics of national

identification which are only pushed further apart by attempts to force them together. They

are nevertheless continually being forced together in the British public sphere. The Scottish

media pay no less attention to Westminster politics than English media do, but the ‘British’

media’s attention is understandably focused on English politics. In this highly competitive

British economy of attention, the more forcefully Scots identify with their institutional

distinctiveness, the more likely they are to be heard, and see Scotland’s distinctive issues

represented.

Devolution or Radical Federalism?

Can constitutional reform resolve any of this? Labour has had two default responses to

constitutional questions. ‘Devolution’ has been the pragmatic, somewhat improvised

approach of British Governments to territorial divergence for over a century, in

‘administrative’ and ‘legislative’ forms. This retains sovereignty in Westminster, while

providing opportunities for the expression of national difference where permitted. This has

only served to buy time for a deeper structural crisis, and now – with Scotland highly

devolved already – the union is running out of long grass into which the problem can be

kicked. Despite previous opposition, Scottish Labour now supports the devolution of the13

key areas of employment law and borrowing powers, but has reaped no electoral reward

from this almost completely unadvertised change of position. The unitary logic of the UK

13 Tom Nairn, After Britain: New Labour and the Return of Scotland (London: Granta, 2000)

12 David Goodhart, The Road to Somewhere: The Populist Revolt and the Future of Politics (London: Hurst &
Company, 2017)



Government’s Internal Market Bill has also exposed the cynical correctness of the claim,

attributed to Enoch Powell, that “power devolved is power retained.”14

The second response has been to propose ‘federalism’, though little detail has ever been

publicly added to this despite considerable recent policy work behind the scenes. The

scheme of ‘radical federalism’ developed – and then abandoned, incomplete – by Scottish

Labour in the run-up to the 2019 election considered a UK-wide written constitution

incorporating social, economic and civil rights as a ‘floor’ below which no federal unit could

fall; extensive further devolution of powers to the existing devolved governments and new

regional assemblies in England; and an elected ‘Senate of the Nations and Regions’ to

replace the House of Lords. While something along these lines could indeed resolve many of

the tensions of the current, highly asymmetric union, the political conditions for its realisation

– essentially a revolution in British constitutional politics, including the break-up of England,

the abolition of parliamentary sovereignty and the writing of an entirely new constitution with

popular consent – are glaringly absent.

Pro Patria Mori

Advocates of ‘radical federalism’ such as Baroness Pauline Bryan identified Brexit as a

‘constitutional moment’ in which the UK’s political structures could be remade. Yet it is15

worth wondering who the possible political subject of this remaking would be. In

understanding the UK’s somewhat spectral constitutional order, it makes little sense to view

things in terms of deliberate artifice, like the coherent and ‘universal’ products of those great

nation-making ‘constitutional moments’ achieved by revolutionary national movements

elsewhere. Instead, the UK should be seen as a kind of constitutional ecology, a ‘community

of fate’ which is determined not by genuine collective agency but the mutual entanglement of

several semi-autonomous but overlapping polities.

Insofar as the UK mobilises its whole people politically - rather than, for instance, mobilising

unionists in the North of Ireland - it does so as a means of constitutional re-legitimation in

general elections. Beneath this appearance of a level electoral playing-field lie multiple

distinctively national political systems, ensuring that constitutional protest and political

15 Pauline Bryan, ‘Creating a Constitutional Moment’, Red Paper Collective (March 2019),
https://www.electoral-reform.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Red-Paper-Publication-Pauline-Bryan.pdf

14 Michael Keating, ‘Back to the Unitary State?’, Centre on Constitutional Change (September 2020),
https://www.centreonconstitutionalchange.ac.uk/news-and-opinion/back-unitary-state
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upheaval is always highly territorialised, reinforcing the unevenness of British political

change over time. It is in this context that the British left’s continued efforts to engage with16

‘patriotism’ take on a markedly religious character, reflecting the reality of a British political

culture that has evolved largely outwith the deliberate control of its public. If there is a British

patriotism, it requires the passive acceptance - or to put it more critically, helpless worship -

of the constitutional status quo in the absence of any means of fundamentally reshaping it in

a collectively agreed direction.

Towards Confederation?

If the British left’s constitutional options seem exhausted, then it could be time to let the idea

of the ‘British left’ have a long overdue rest – perhaps in the comfort of the People’s History

Museum. As Starmer’s territorially confused ‘patriotism’ suggests, the left, or lefts, across

these islands would benefit from a little more clarity about where they actually are.  After

much wavering between the fudge of ‘devolution’ and the utopia of ‘federalism’, Labour will

eventually be forced to recognise and accept a political environment that is increasingly

confederal in spirit, if not yet in fact.

This is not a question of ‘letting Scotland go’ – if that is how it feels, its Anglocentric logic

only illuminates the problem – but of transforming the nature of the relationship between

Scotland and the UK, from one based on hierarchy and central power, to a free association

that is permanently decentralised in nature. If the UK cannot be transformed from the centre,

then it also cannot be remade from the peripheries without those peripheries first asserting

their own independent agency. Only Labour can ensure that such a process of rebalancing

happens according to some kind of consistent confederal vision, without cynical

obstructionism from the centre souring the relationship permanently.

This certainly does not mean accepting the SNP’s roadmap and vision for independence. It

does, however, mean articulating a confederal vision for Scotland and the UK that can

incorporate the demand for independence rather than trying to suppress or divert it: one in

which Scotland is spoken for, as an independent and equal member of the union, rather than

spoken to as a wayward subordinate of the UK state. If it is to lose its current image as UK

Labour’s voice in Scotland, Scottish Labour must begin to rediscover its traditional appeal as

16 James Mitchell, ‘The Westminster Model and the State of Unions’, Parliamentary Affairs 63:1 (2010),
pp.85-88



a left-wing negotiator on Scotland’s behalf. Now that the demands and identities of ‘the

north’ or the ‘red wall’ are given greater airtime by the UK’s political classes, Labour can not

abandon the right to speak for Scotland to the SNP. All too often this is misconstrued as a

need to oppose the SNP’s right to speak for Scotland, an approach which tends to appear

tribal and partisan rather than genuinely national. Instead, Labour must be seen to be

grabbing the attention of the UK media on Scotland’s behalf, expressing clear demands for

greater empowerment and investment that place the UK Government on the back foot.

When it comes to independence, Labour can present itself as the only party capable of

providing a secure and socially just basis for a truly free choice to be made about Scotland’s

future. A Labour Government could provide Scotland with both the powers and investment it

needs to develop its economy to a level of resilience and autonomy where independence

can be debated on its political merits rather than its economic feasibility. Acting in the spirit of

confederalism means treating independence as if it is a perfectly normal and understandable

objective, and ensuring that there are as few structural obstacles to choosing it as possible –

which includes supporting the right of the Scottish Parliament to hold a binding

independence referendum. Should independence then be achieved, Labour would have

created the conditions for close and friendly relations between Scotland and the former UK

which could form the basis for a new, more egalitarian and democratic partnership.


